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Introduction

In all the research I have conducted in the UK​[1]​ I have found one consistently repeated issue in relation to identity: the women who would be defined by almost any sociological measurement as working class resolutely refuse to make an identification with the term working class. For them class is a category loaded with negative connotations, a category by which they believe they are mis-recognised and from which they dis-identify. The ethnography Formations of Class and Gender documents this process in detail. The point of this paper is to show how identity is a slippery term always associated with visibility and value, and it is to the evaluation of identity categories that attention should be focused. 

The disidentification should not surprise us if we take the long picture and search through British history. For even though there have been moments in British history when the classification of working class was an attribution of heroic labouring ‘salt of the earth’ authenticity, this was usually attributed to working men. Even during times of war (Boer, WW1, WW2) the heroic evaluation necessary to incite nationalistic fervor would slip into devaluations of unhygienic cannon fodder, whereby working class women were blamed for not producing their menfolk as quality artillery.  More recently the devaluation has become more acute, with concerted symbolic attacks on the working class in the 1980’s as attempts were made by the Thatcher government to dismantle the trade unions when working class men became the ‘enemy within’ and working class women became potential single mothers leeching off the welfare state. Such representations were amplified by the New Labour Government, which turned the explicit class hatred of the previous government into a moral crusade of reform. Here speaks Peter Mandelson, then a member of some standing in the NL party, at the launch of the ‘Social Exclusion Unit’ in 1997:
	
We are people who are used to being represented as problematic. We are the long-term, benefit-claiming, working-class poor, living through another period of cultural contempt. We are losers, no hopers, low life, scroungers. Our culture is yob culture. The importance of welfare provisions to our lives has been denigrated and turned against us: we are welfare dependent and our problems won't be solved by giving us higher benefits. We are perverse in our failure to succeed, dragging our feet over social change, wanting the old jobs back, still having babies instead of careers, stuck in outdated class and gender moulds. We are the 'challenge' that stands out above all others, the 'greatest social crisis of our times. (): 6-9).  

By attempting to identify the ‘problem’ for the audience, Mandelson re-produces, re-circulates and reanimates the pathology attached to the term class, translating it into policy, to produce the ‘mission’ of the Social Exclusion Unit to both identify and deal with these problems. The rhetoric is powerful because it produces the potential for mis/recognition. It is a performative inscription bringing into effect a specific visualization of the working-class, whilst also trying to render them responsible for their own representation.

Even Germaine Greer (1980s feminist) gets carried away with the descriptions of excess in her rendition of the ‘Essex Girl’ (a geographical codification of London working class): 

She used to be conspicuous as she clacked along the pavements in her white plastic stilettos, her bare legs mottled patriot red, white and blue with cold, and her big bottom barely covered by a denim mini-skirt. Essex girls usually come in twos, both behind pushchairs. Sometimes you hear them before you see them, cackling shrilly or yelling to each other from one end of the street to the other, or berating those infants in blood-curdling fashion…The Essex girl is tough, loud, vulgar and unashamed. Her hair is badly dyed not because she can't afford a hairdresser, but because she wants to look brassy. Nobody makes her wear an ankle chain; she likes the message it sends…she is not ashamed to admit that what she puts behind her ears to make her more attractive is her ankles. She is anarchy on stilts, when she and her mates descend upon Southend for a rave; even the bouncers grow pale. (2001:2)

This characterization seems to contain nearly every item in the symbolic pathologising register of working-class women: they have no taste (excessively short skirt, brassy hair, shoes); are physically excessive (big bottom); immoral; have no shame, are vulgar; fecund and without responsibility. They do not know how to rear children properly; are excessively loud and sexual; travelling in packs and terrifying in a group; they are local and located. And note how the language of Eugenics infects the description. The working class in Britain is now ‘dirty-white’, atavistic, holding back the vanguard of modernity. Many have charted an intensification and legitimation of the affects of contempt and hatred as they circulate in contemporary Britain. ​[2]​The word ‘Chav’ (a shorthand term of abuse), used to describe the pathology of the working class, became an Oxford English Dictionary new (most used) word for 2004, and is now ubiquitous in everyday parlance. ​[3]​In the light of this backdrop is it any surprise that working class women do not want to make an identification with the identity they are offered?

It is not insignificant that the descriptions above are of gender and class, referenced through women’s sexual behaviour, whereby the coalition of classifications creates composites of value. Historians such as Sonya Rose () detail how caricatures of working class women are regularly used to enable national anxieties to be illuminated and deflected through a body that signals all that is dysfunctional as a site of decay, disease and danger.​[4]​I argue that because of this specific class and gender history for working class women identity is an ideological incitement that does not interpellate. 

In this paper I focus on one specific (and problematic) aspect of identity formation - the making of the singular subject. Many of the concepts of Western modernity focus on making singularity- individualising and the individual,​[5]​ personalism and personality, psychology and interiority, character, often in relation to its constitutive other – the mass. It is the relation between class and the mass, that I maintain leads us into the expression of contempt described above and the disidentification it produces.  Identification with the category class becomes an impossibility for those who live relations shaped by class as an entirely different ontology is generated by those who are positioned as valueless but want to live life with value. The economic organization generated through a classed division of labour is different to the symbolic economy that enables middle class tastes, ideas and value to be circulated and legitimated.

To understand the complexity of this process I will develop a framework that firstly offers a brief mapping of the etymology of class as a classification in the UK in particular, but in Europe more generally, showing how quantities of symbolic value are attached to particular bodies that circulate alongside other forms of value (economic, social). This will enable me to develop an outline for understanding how ‘subjects of value’ are generated in the making of ‘proper personhood’ (a category that is institutionalized both legally and morally).

1) Definitions, Trajectories and Legacies of Class
There are two major theoretical/political trajectories to the development of class as a concept. The first, Marxist, prioritizes the role of exploitation and struggle in the making of classes and hence social relations more generally; the second focuses on class hierarchies and status without reference to struggle and exploitation (see Cannadine (). For Marxists, class has a number of distinctive features: class is a relationship it is always relative to other groups; the relationship is antagonistic because it is always based on exploitation and control. Therefore class is always about the struggle between groups over control, in which exploiters and exploited fight it out. The antagonism is always formed in the process of production; and class is an objective relationship. It does not matter what people think about their location (subjective class position, identity); rather, it is about the location of people according to economic relationships or ideological positioning (). And just because somebody believes they are middle-class does not mean that they stop being exploited by the capitalist class. For Marx, however, coming into a consciousness about class exploitation, becoming aware of one’s positioning, and challenging the standpoints of the ruling ideas of the ruling class, would lead to a collective recognition of a ‘class for itself’ (the proletariat) that could effectively oppose and overthrow the bourgeoisie. Coming into consciousness, which could be seen as recognizing a class identity, entails an understanding of position and capitalism. More generally, for Marx and Engels consciousness was not an individual matter, rather a ‘mode of life’. Individuals identify as a class in so far as they have to battle against another class, making class identity into a temporal/spatial strategic matter formed through conflict, exploitation and unequal relations of power. For Marx it is the bourgeoisie that calls into existence the modern working-class – the proletarians – ‘who live only so long as they find work and who find work only so long as their labour increases capital’ (Marx and Engels 1848/1968: 51). The proletariat is ‘the special and essential product of the bourgeoisie’. It is only when workers form unions, or what he calls ‘combinations’ can the precarious nature of their existence be made more secure, but only temporarily.  So, class is not an identity for Marx and Engels, it is instead a description of the conditions of existence of labour under capitalism, and consciousness is not about taking up an identity or making an identification with a category, but of recognising the exploitative conditions of one’s existence. 

This perspective is radically different to the other major trajectory that informs the development of the concept class. Lacking antagonism as a central feature and the need to overthrow the bourgeoisie, this perspective concerns itself with the precise nature of measurement for classification purposes.  It emerged in 1665 with William Petty, who set out to calculate the value of the 'people' of England for taxation purposes. Petty is attributed with devising what is now known as the 'political arithmetic' tradition of class analysis (associated with the hierarchy rather than class struggle tradition) in order to enumerate what was otherwise un-measurable (Poovey 1995). In these calculations the person was conceptualised as a quantifiable, knowable, hence governable object tightly linked to national concerns and formation. James Thompson () documents how, throughout the eighteenth century, there was a 'drive toward an abstract and consistent and therefore predictable representation of exchange, that is, toward (new) scientific, quantitative, and mathematical modelling' (p. 28). These processes involved the calculation and quantification of labour, making the person an object of calculation, subject to domination and impersonal forces beyond their control. These processes of calculation became institutionalised in the eighteenth century through the machinery of the New Poor Law (1834) that generated an avalanche of new information and mandated more and more far- reaching fact gathering, inspection and legislation. 

The different perspectives that inform our understandings generate radically different perspectives: the emphasis on measurement and calculation deflects attention away from the reasons for inequality, focusing instead on a methodological debate about how best to measure, into scientific calculus, as if social divisions are the result of mathematical formulae. The significant difference between the two main perspectives is cause and effect: one attempts to explain why classes come into effect the, whilst the other measures the end product of historical social relations. One is about changing the world; the other is about measurement for governance. But central to both is work and value: labour as a force that shapes all relations and the potential for subjectivity (selling one’s labour) and work as organised into occupations for taxation. (Although I do think it is important that we can measure wealth and the financial form that exploitation takes (e.g. the percentage of the population that own the majority of the wealth, such as: 3% Brazil, 5% US and 7% UK).

There is however one element still missing from the etymology of the concept of class, and that is morality and how it was articulated through class. Definitions of class often encode ideas of a person’s moral worth, and it is in the attribution of morality that the link is made to ‘living’ class and possibilities for identification. There have been certain periods when class was definable primarily by economic, monetary and market value; at others it was defined through moral behaviour. During the 1850s and 1860s, for instance, there is less talk of working-class and middle-class, and more of deserving and undeserving poor, of 'respectable artisans and 'gentleman', as emphasis was placed on moral rather than economic criteria' (Crossick 1991:61). 

However, it was not until the early nineteenth century the term 'class' regularly appears in discourse and is consolidated in descriptions of society. Some theorists argue that the term class emerged to coincide with the rise of the bourgeoisie or the 'middle sort' (), who needed to legitimate their colonial trade and emergent interests, but this was over a long period of history. Dror Wahrman () maintains that the crucial moment for fixing the idea of the middle-class was around the time of the 1832 Reform Act where the need for political representation allowed the middle-class to be consolidated as a group. A central issue for this consolidation was access to the symbolic means for legitimation. 

In a detailed historical analysis of British imperial discourse, Ann McClintock () suggests that the concept of class has an historical link to more generalisable  'others', who were known through the concept of degeneracy, a term applied as much to classifying racial 'types' as to the urban poor. Domestic servants, for instance, were often depicted by the racialised imagery of degradation - of contagion, promiscuity and savagery.  As Fredrick Engels ()  notes of the working-class: 'a physically degenerate race, robbed of all humanity, degraded, reduced morally and intellectually to bestiality' (p.33). What we see in Engels’ comment is how a rhetorical description, used in his case to advocate for social justice, is limited by the prevailing discourses of his time, discourses which semiotically attach degeneracy to the working classes. In the bourgeois claim for moral legitimacy, domestic servants, in particular, became the projected object as dirt, and more explicitly were associated with the care of back passages ​[6]​ . The generalised poor came to be represented as excrement. Osbourne’s pamphlet on ‘Excremental Sewage’ in 1852, for instance, represents the working-class as a problem for civilisation, as sewerage that contaminates and drains the nation ().​[7]​ Dirt and waste, sexuality and contagion, danger and disorder, degeneracy and pathology, became the moral evaluations which coded the working class in the representations of the day (). As noted above, these are not dissimilar to those reproduced today. 

Whereas the middle class were able to use the term class to make claims on the state for recognition and to draw moral distance from the aristocracy, they depicted the working class as immoral and forced them to become accountable to the state. This makes explicit the relationship whereby one class gains power at the expense of another. As many historians have noted, it took a long time (if at all) for the working class (not surprisingly) to recognise themselves by classed categorisations. And one of the main ways by which this recognition was achieved was through claims for welfare.

The attempts to make the working-class recognise their classification is extensively charted by Carolyn Steedman  ADDIN EN.CITE (, , , ) who traces how ideas of the working-class self came into existence. It was a self that had to prove itself to be capable of narrating itself in the ways established by the state-legal system of poor relief which relied upon the religious discourse of redemption, a self that had to be a victim of is conditions with potential for salvation. To receive welfare the performance of respectability was necessary. This is central to understanding how particular methods (narrating), genres (redemptive stories) and discourse (religion) make class. As we will see the singular solitary (colonial) adventurer was central to evidencing and authorising gendered variants of an entirely different form of personhood – the masculine possessive individual. 

If The Reform Law (political representation structured through property ownership) was key to the formation of the middle-class, The Poor Law (basic economic subsistence) was significant to the establishment of the working-class. In these differentially-invested and incited formations: one that makes political claims for legal property ownership with access to symbolic power and one that is forced to perform a category in order to stay alive, class difference is historically shaped. In all of these classification processes, as we have seen, class is in dynamic development in which values, inscription and institutionalisation are central to how we learn to recognise its different formations. 

This is why it is important to think through class as performative. Drawing on the work of Austin () and making an argument similar to that of Judith Butler (), Bourdieu () ​[8]​ argues that theory is performative, bringing into effect that which it names.  He challenges descriptions (such as the political arithmetic tradition) that consist in treating classes on paper as real classes, which he identifies as a ‘theoreticist error’. ​[9]​ Metaphors, he argues, allow us to make abstractions about social relations and to think about how they are ‘made’. He notes:

The title of E.P. Thompson’s book ‘The Making of the English Working Class’ must be taken quite literally; the working class such as it appears to us today through the words meant to designate it, ‘working class’, ‘proletariat’, ‘workers’, ‘labour movement’, and so on, through the organisations that are supposed to express its will, through the logos, bureaus, locals, flags, etc., is a well founded historical artefact. ()

What I want to take from this very potted and specific provincial history is how class as a performative classification brings the perspective of the classifier into effect in two ways: firstly, to legitimate the perspective of the classifier and, secondly, to capture the classified within discourse. As Bourdieu () notes ‘nothing classifies somebody more than the way he or she classifies’ (p.19). Whether we opt to understand class as a symptom of exploitation and political struggle or as a matter of hierarchy and classification says more about us than those who may be subject to the very material effects of the classification. What is also important is how the codification of value (both economic and moral) is attached to the process of classification. The campaigners for political legitimation worked hard to make the term ‘middle class’ representative of the norm, drawing on all the economic, symbolic and cultural resources to which they had access. Those positioned as working class had to learn to fit into the category if they wanted access to the basic resources for living. But as E.P. Thompson () demonstrates they were able to use it as a sign for political mobilization at different historical moments. These different histories reveal a class struggle around the category class. When our attention moves beyond production and labour, although keeping these in view and recognizing their importance, we can see how different value practices develop through the attachment of value to bodies and practices. 

To recap, I therefore want to argue that class is category for understanding the unequal distribution of value. Value can manifest in a range of different capitals (as identified by Bourdieu () such as economic, symbolic, social and cultural which can be converted into value) and in value practices such as affection and care that are unlikely to realise a gain. I understand value to be structured by use (what we do) and exchange (the value that can be realised) Class as a category is brought into effect through struggles for value in fields beyond production, although set by the conditions of production (e.g. capital extraction), in which we can see how attempts are made to gain, claim and disperse value. 
I now want to extend the term class into an understanding of how it becomes filled, stretched and divided by the historical legacies of singularity that shape how we understand persons and subjects which have significance for our understanding of identity and class in the present.

2) The Making of the Singular Subject
Well before the acts of political representation were enshrined in law, the concept of a person of property – ‘the possessive individual’ existed as a key figure of European political theory. Conceptualising experience as a property of the individual dates from the seventeenth century in England (), later put to work by the newly forming bourgeoisie (Abercrombie, et al. 1986). For Macpherson ‘the individual’ was defined through his (sic) capacity to own property in his person: he is seen to have the capacity to stand outside of himself, to separate ‘himself’ from ‘his body’ and then to have an imagined and legalised proprietal relation to himself as property. This ability to convert dispositions into property is crucial to the making of modern personhood. 

The European social contract was devised on relationships between those who were not considered to be propertisable to each other. Carole Pateman () details how middle-class men related to each other precisely because they were not potential property for each other. The ability to chose to make one’s dispositions a form of property is what separates the possessive individual from those who are only workers. 

This institutionalisation of political economic understandings of personhood through law runs through the 17th and 18th centuries as it is developed through understandings of ideas of moral rational self-interest in which religious ideas about the soul are shaped into accquisitional imperatives for the display of proper personhood (as in Adam Smith ()). ‘Self interest’ became a moral imperative, enshrined in early political economy and formulating the basis for all forms of rational action theory. An element of this self-interested cultivation was shaped through one’s relationship to objects. Kopytoff () argues that the contrast between individualised persons and commodified things was a central ideological plank of colonialism that served to divorce use from exchange-value, but also significantly, served to associate certain forms of personhood with use and exchange-value. The ‘civilized’ exercised a relationship to things based on a specific perspective on value and value was always about exchange. As Stallybrass observes:

It also implied a new definition of what it was to be European; that is, a subject unhampered by fixation upon objects, a subject who, having recognised the true (i.e. market) value of the object-as-commodity, fixated instead upon transcendental values that transformed gold into ships, ships into guns, guns into tobacco, tobacco into sugar, sugar into gold, and all into an accountable profit. (1998:186)

The display of the capacity to ‘exchange’ rather than make sentimental attachments to things was a key ingredient in defining the proper person. Drawing from the work of Pietz (, ), Stallybrass shows how the fetish was used to demonise the supposedly arbitrary attachment of West Africans to material objects. From this the European subject was constituted in opposition to this demonised fetishism. Those defined as ‘primitive’ imbued their objects with history, memory, even personality (). The colonialist, defined in opposition, generated and only saw the value of ‘things’ in exchange. Note how this informs the social contract above, based on possessive individualism.  It is the ability to distance and propertise that produced the singular subjects that can be differentiated from the mass. We can see this in the contemporary through the numerous anthropological studies that detail non and sentimental attachments to objects.​[10]​ Yet as we know from Marx, the freedom to enter exchange, even with one’s labour on equal terms is the great myth of liberalism. We are born into unequal social relations. 

The abstract exchange relationship to things was not just to objects in the colonial encounter but also to people. In the Sixteenth Century, a Bristol businessman, Lascelles, was brought in front of law to adjudicate on whether he was a ‘right and proper person’ to own slaves. This was the first time the idea of the proper person was legalised and it was about exchanging people as objects. Margaret Davies (), for instance, details how the law converts entitlements into property defining an ‘exclusive territory of rights and responsibilities attaching to each owned thing’ (p. 155). Exclusion from the relationship to the proper entitlement structures significance. So it is not just the value generated from a system of exchange but the way relationship to exchange is institutionalised. Our Western contemporary social relations are shaped through the relationship to exchange. Yet there is a proper way to exchange, one has to be marked as entitled in the first place. Radin () details how a history of property entitlements generates the terms of personhood (exemplified in possessive individualism). This means that the more closely connected to personhood premised upon exchange, the stronger the sense of entitlement and the more likely entitlements are institutionalised in law. 

Whereas the law institutionalises power publicly, William Connolly’s () genealogy of the subject of European political thought tracks a process whereby accounts of strife and conflict in civil society are gradually shifted to a site within the individual itself. The development of the idea of interiority was another element in the making of the proper person. Historians of the ideas of the psychology note how interiority was promoted as a form of superiority (, ). Rieff () and Lears (), for instance, detail how the idea of the self with depth and interiority is linked ideologically to the ascendancy of the white middle-class. Pfister () notes: ‘This class’s invention of a therapeutic culture has also been tied to its strategy to establish its “inner” (“human”) value over the working class and over subordinate ethnic and racial groups’ (p. 23). 

So far I’ve drawn attention to the legacies developed from political and popular expressions of the self- interested, moral and restrained, fragmented but with a desire for coherence, subject in formation, a subject with a relationships to things and people produced through exchange. This shaping of the subject as with and without value although identifiable across many parts of Europe, was nationally inflected (especially through entanglement with religion): Englishness was generated through an amalgam of these elements: ‘uptight and restrained’, for instance, has remained a characterisation of the normative proper national bourgeoisie. Contrast this to the description of multiplicity encoded in the ‘cordial man’ in historical understandings of Brazilianarity by Sergio Buarque de Holanda and Gilberto Freyre ().

What is key to all these legacies that attempt to produce proper personhood is how a constitutive opposite is brought into effect; the improper to the proper; the labourer to the possessive individual; those with interiority and those without; those with sentimental attachments in opposition to those who only see value in exchange; the mass to singularity. Also, a great deal of attention was given to the improper as a site of fascination which became the subject of forensic social observation, in which women’s bodies in particular were subject to scrutiny. 

What is also significant is how these ideas are also taken up by the ‘critical’ analysts of the period (and now), as Ranciere () notes, the philosopher has always needed his poor. In the history of European social theory (my provincial theoretical legacy) the working class were defined by exclusion: as Blackman () notes, the mass were by definition not individuals. The self has always been conceived as something premised and reliant on owning and knowing. In Hegel (), for instance, only in the process of appropriation is personality realised. Likewise the one-dimensional man of Marcuse () is the underdeveloped self seduced into bad taste. These legacies not only work in shaping how we understand the singular self in political rhetoric and popular culture but also in how our theoretical analysis develops. 

3. Contemporary Selves
It is from these different historical legacies that our ‘new’ contemporary European theoretical imaginaries about personhood emerge, for instance, ‘the entrepreneurial self’ (), ‘the reflexive self’ (, ), ‘the prosthetic self’ (), ‘the postmodern self’ (), ‘the mobile self’ (), ‘the possessed self’ (), ‘the liquid self’ (), which all contain elements of the above, legacies about property, propriety, entitlement, exchange and possession. And just like the historic legacies they also performatively name through absence the constitutive limit; the unreflexive, the non-risk taking, the modern, the immobile, the dispossessed, the not entitled and the value-less. 

As the possibilities for personhood via individualism extend, or even become compulsory for self-legitimation according to Strathern (1992) and Taylor (), so do the possibilities and limits for recognition and legitimation. The invite to become the modern bourgeois subject is extended through the call to governmentality and the methods of psychology (, ), yet as we have seen, the resources necessary to display the inhabitation of such a position are not available to all.

For instance, studies of television reveal the demand that is made for participants to display uniqueness through interiority by the performance of ‘extraordinary subjectivity’ (), or re-make and reform themselves in new ways: ‘DIY selves’ (), or display their claims for national belonging through expression of traumatic experience: Berlant’s () ‘intimate citizenship’,  or in the same way as Steedman’s (2000) welfare claimants engaged in forced telling in order to receive welfare, we now see ‘enforced performances’ all over reality television by which a person’s moral value is revealed (, ). These performances of compulsory individuality are similar (but much more spectacular) visualisations of value that enable the public recognition and moral delineation between proper and improper selves. What is significant is that the public is now saturated with images of the subject as constitutive limit, in desperate need of reform. The lines between the proper and the improper are firmly drawn.

And this is why there is a limit to struggles for recognition organised around identity as identified by Honneth () and Fraser (). Not least in Europe, where every form of classification (religious, gender, race, sexuality) is recognised, but not class. Some identities are rewarded, others are not. Recognition often involves making legible and visible those people previously denied access to proper personhood. But if one’s visibility is the way in which proper personhood is has developed and is known, recognition is only likely to amplify misrecognition. Identity can only be claimed if it can be inhabited with value. Or if, as Zizek () has shown, if it has value for capital. 

But it is not just theory (which describes the new bourgeois subject), or television that makes spectacular the self performance, what can be noted in the present is the role of the representatives of global capitalism and nations in promoting a very specific singular ‘subject of value’. China, for instance, advocates the promotion of a specific subject of value. Anthropologist Ann Anagost () charts the development of the singular subject of ‘suzhi’ (quality) known through their ownership of property, propriety and aesthetic distinction from those on whose labour they depend. The discourse of suzhi (quality) is directly applied through government documents (but also popularized in novels, television and film) to the Chinese population through the value coding of two figures: the rural migrant who exemplifies suzhi di (no quality), and the urban-middle class only-child who must be loaded with quality in order to increase their capitals to improve the nation, and hence Capital. 

4. Alternatives, Bourdieu?
So, are there any other ways of imagining personhood outside of the pervasive model of the normative proper person, the singular self-interested capital/exchange value model of the subject? Some theorists have proposed Bourdieu.​[11]​ His economic metaphor model composed of different capitals of symbolic, social, cultural and economic suggests that as people move through social spaces (fields of exchange) they encounter the possibilities for increasing their overall capital value through the acquisition, formation and composition of capitals. For Bourdieu () value-accrual is a strategic imperative (playing the game), a structuring mechanism organised into a habitus generated from birth through access and inclusion to and from fields for exchange and thus possibilities for accumulating value. He details how the middle-class is formed as a class in this process by protecting its interests through processes of exclusion and legitimation, and through symbolic boundary-marking such as the exclusionary practices of high culture, or the definition of the proper through law, limiting access through institutionalisation such as education and purposefully making mis-recognisable the episteme and power relations that underpin how to accrue the ‘right’ capitals (in a combination of social, cultural, economic and symbolic). Bourdieu offers us a powerful model to map the making of the middle-class. And we have plentiful evidence from across the world (including studies of the Brazilian middle-class) of how this process works through taste distinction and exclusion. 

Bourdieu provides an analysis of the entitled ‘subject of value’ in the making, but he does not explain, other than by their proximity to necessity, how those who cannot access the requisite capitals for singular self-formation live with value (Skeggs 2004a). In Bourdieu’s analysis the working class are the zero sum of culture. They do not have access to the capitals that can be converted and thus live in the realm of social suffering (, ). But we know from numerous ethnographies of working class lives that this is not the case. But can we escape the performative language, analysis and promotion of the exchange value subject?

5.  A Different Ontology?
The process of dis-identification gives us an interesting problem: how do people live as a subject with value when positioned as the necessary constitutive limit to value, to the normative? Or the zero sum of culture? What does it mean to live in conditions of constant misrecognition? I return to the ethnographic studies and research projects mentioned at the beginning of the paper to make the suggestion that instead of using the concept of identity we turn our attention to how different sources of value for de/valued persons are produced. 

Numerous research projects have shown how the middle class proceeds to become the very subject of value as outlined above, continually investing and accruing, future-facing and individualising interest. Yet when my perspective moved to value beyond exchange I found a very different ontology produced by the very different conditions of possibility and inhabitation of living in very different time and space vectors.​[12]​ Below I list some of these features to draw attention to the differences from the bourgeois subject I have just mapped. I do realise that these are generalisations from years of work which I offer as provocative examples that can be followed through. 

Unlike subjects of value, most of my research participants did not have access to the capitals necessary to convert their dispositions into property. They struggled in most cases to even access the capitals that are convertible. They were acutely aware of being positioned as matter out of place, or even ‘pointless’. Diametrically opposed to these misrecognitions my research participants considered themselves to be ‘ok, caring, kind, alright sort of people’, ‘just getting on as best we can’, ‘treating other people as we’d want to be treated’. Yet they felt they had to constantly prove that they were ‘alright’ (meaning with value) and not a problem (‘they treat us as if were wrong’), or pathological (‘we wouldn’t do anything to them, what’s their problem’). They spent an enormous amount of time attempting to attach value to themselves to defend against devaluation, 

A great deal of time was also spent ‘putting a floor on their circumstances’. They did not accrue for the future through attaching the proper culture to themselves or exchanging their cultural capital for economic, but tried to stem loss from the present. Talk was of ‘struggling and surviving’, ‘ducking and diving’ not future facing. The future was likely to be as precarious as the past and present, not a space of comfort and security. Selina Todd () has detailed how the working class in the UK have nearly always lived with precarity, other than a short period in the 1960 with full-employment, and how even when living a life which appeared to be relatively secure, were haunted by the spectre of insecurity. 

One of the key class differences identified through my different research projects was the sense of entitlement displayed by the middle class to the labour of others, to movement through space, to culture and authority. The middle class embodied confidence often inherited and learnt over time, unlike the scaled down localised occupation of space and culture revealed in working class lives. Repeated experience of derision, contempt and judgement in public spaces led research participants to remain in spaces where they felt comfortable. They rarely felt entitled, more likely to feel judged. Their limited entitlements were not institutionalized in law. 

Although subject to incitements to individualism since the Thatcher government in 1979 working class participants were incredibly condemnatory of individualism, self-interest and greed and were suspicious of the desire for social mobility (which paradoxically creates problematic associations of ‘knowing one’s place’), although they are aspirational in terms of getting a ‘good job’ and having a ‘better life’ which is often different from the professional careers often assumed for the middle class. These responses are cross-cut by gender and race, with very different colonial histories informing spatial inhabitation. Across all my research project working class mothers are especially condemnatory of attempts to induce individualism in children, see also (, , ) and of middle class mothers who they believe are immoral and do not care ‘enough’ for their children. Motherhood is a heated ground for moral positioning ​[13]​ where use of time (full-time or not) is subject to dispute. 

Working class research participants’ relationships were much less likely to be shaped by exchange. They were much more involved in dispersal rather than accrual to themselves. Attention to sociality developed over time, produced strong links to close family and friends. Intense treacle like associations developed over time, often localised spatially by living in proximity. ‘Just hanging’ and ‘doing nothing’ were ways of spending time with others without a purpose. The ‘just’ is significant. In our media research project the differences between our working class participants who ‘just’ dwelled with others and those whose time was spent constantly accruing value to oneself was stark (). Working class participants rarely considered that they were ‘wasting time’ as they did not have anything to waste.  It could be argued that they operate an ethics of ‘being with’ and ‘being for’ (). Working class research participants struggle constantly to generate value between themselves in conditions of devaluation, working out what really matters (beyond the dominant symbolic) and putting a great deal of energy into sustaining relationships that sustain. 

One of the key characteristics of Englishness- restraint- rarely appealed. As they were subject to a great deal of discipline they looked for respite? Working class participants did not invest in gentility and composure but were much more likely to enjoy sporadic events of excess, whenever possible. They did invest in respectability as a defensive response to symbolic devaluation, but that was displayed through femininity and family responsibility. Histories of Black and white working class in the UK show how a mixture of living with precarity (here today and gone tomorrow) and restricted access to long term financial investments (such as mortgages) has resulted in money used instead for conspicuous consumption and sentimental attachments such as leisure, cars, clothes and jewellery.​[14]​ Gold, as Stallybrass notes, is both a sentimental mental but also one which protects against precarity (it can be pawned). ‘Living the life’ is about displaying enjoyment and pleasure rather than deferred gratification (another temporal and spatial difference from the middle class). Zizek () maintains that through their demands for decadence, for fun and pleasure, the working class produce a necessary defence against the grim conditions endured. Dramatic ‘events’ produced a temporality to routine lives. The event could be frequently retold (and embellished) in order to sustain the relationships of its production. Even the history of pleasure, can for the working class Peiss () argues, be read as both a challenge to authority and a statement of different desires. 

All working class participants were incredibly aware of the injustices to which they are subject. They regularly engaged in what Kathleen Stewart () calls ‘just-talk’ where issues of justice are publically discussed. They knew they were subject to a judgmental gaze, hatred and contempt in popular culture, and in encounters with state institutions (welfare, education, law) and public encounters. They are vividly aware but perplexed by the spurious authority and entitlements of the middle-class. What most annoys them is how the ‘accident of birth’ which shapes the conditions they live becomes subject to moral disapproval: for instance, when they are condemned for the ways in which they try to ‘make ends meet’ such as feeding children, by those who have no idea of the conditions in which they live. Attacks on spurious authority, snobbery and pretentiousness have long been central to working class values, regularly expressed in ‘banter’. Anti-pretentiousness has a long history in entertainment where the working class reversed the values of the dominant symbolic, defining themselves through distance and difference from the middle-class, heaping scorn on those with pretensions to gentility ().

Conclusion
This paper shows how the conditions for personhood have come into effect through inscriptions of a singular subject that are shaped through exchange, but which have been over time normalised and institutionalised. Day (2001) identifies the paradoxes of exchange: on the one hand, exchange is associated with the rise of the bourgeoisie, and therefore 'class'-based, but on the other hand, through the legacies of liberalism it transcends class by assuming the essential equality of all in the market place. I want to remind us that the modern shape that subjects are expected to take (for law, welfare, education and even through academic critiques) is based on regimes of value, not just ideas about moral worth but also ideas about economy and commodity, of relationships to objects and property and general imaginaries of public and intimate spaces, about who and what matters, who is entitled and who has authority. What was a specific class formation, formed through class struggle has over time, with power, been promoted as the model for all subjects. This formation has influenced how we see identity as propositional and aspirational –something that is to be recognised by the state. But many people do not have access to or would want to be the ‘subject of value’ necessary to capitalism and the state. In the UK for instance, many have for centuries inherited the position of the constitutive limit to this bourgeois subject and from this limit position have crafted out lives with value very differently. Hence, when asked to make an identification with class, they do not recognise themselves in the ceaseless devaluation of the categorisation. 

Marx maintained that class was a description of the conditions of existence of value under capitalism. Extending his analysis, which would probably make him turn in his rather splendid grave, as I move away from the hidden abode of production, I want to propose a more general understanding of  ‘person-value’, namely the means by which value is extracted from (which can be within the relations of production), attached to and produced by persons.  This does include surplus value through exploitation, and can include the capitals described by Bourdieu in the process of exchange and accrual, but it also includes thinking of value relationally (not just moral value) as a more general ethos for living and connecting to others. Hence in order to understand the conditions of possibility for an identification to be made we need to understand three different spatial and temporal configurations of value: a model of extraction from the person (surplus value extraction from labour power – time and energy, the traditional model of capitalism), a model of accruing value to the person (noting the time and energy spent on self development in the making of the ‘subject of value’), including defence of value, and relationality (time and energy with and for others, which can include dispersal of value to others and alternative forms of value). If we think about how time and energy is given to others rather than invested in the self, or extracted from in the interests of capital, we can see how value practices are made not (just) through self-value accrual but through the gift of attention to others over time and space, through relational extension (). We can see other ways of living, precisely how sociality is formed through different material conditions and relationality. If we only focus our theoretical gaze on abstractions from the bourgeois model of the singular self that makes identity we will never be able to imagine or understand how value is produced and lived beyond the dominant symbolic and will repeatedly misrecognise, wilfully ignore and de-grade other forms of value practices, person-value and personhood, by default performatively relegating them to the void of the valueless.  
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